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NEW BEEKEEPER TRAINING 
GENE ARMSTRONG APIARY 
July 10th, 2022 12:30 p.m. 

 
 

At Home Beekeeping Webinar 
by J. Rowe (ACES) 

Tuesday, July 26th at 6:30 p.m. CST 
“Beekeeping in the Extreme: Dealing with 

Mother Nature” 
Free!! See Flyer (page 10) 

FARM DAY 
September 10th 
Amy Grant’s Farm 

Registration coming soon nashbee.org 
Member Only Resources 

SAVE THE DATE 
 

http://nashbee.org/
https://nashbee.org/naba-newsletters/
http://nashbee.org/
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Richard Brickner 

 
Richard Brickner has volunteered as the president of the Columbia Area 
Beekeepers Club (CABA) located in Maury County since 2013.  Starting 
beekeeping in 1986, back surgery and a career change ended the hobby 
in 1988.  He resumed beekeeping in 2007 and grew his apiary to 29 
colonies by 2013.  Disillusioned with the hard work and low honey 
harvests, he changed to all medium 10 frame boxes with 9 frame 
spacing.  He then started checkerboarding for swarm control and 
reduced to a maximum of 16 colonies with excellent results.  
 
Richard’s presentation, “An Experimental Method of Controlling Varroa 
Using Oxalic Acid” discusses the results of his testing the extended-
release method of applying oxalic acid.  Oxalic acid has been proven 
worldwide to be the only varroacide that can be used year-round with 
honey supers on the hive.  Unfortunately, the current methods of 
application and allowed seasonal use by the EPA and FDA do not allow US beekeepers to benefit from the 
extent they could.  Extensive EPA approved research by Randy Oliver that started in 2016 has produced 
substantial data that has prompted the EPA to allow nationwide testing of the extended release method of 
applying oxalic acid.  CABA is supporting this research by assisting Kamon Reynolds in his varroacide 
experimental apiary this summer.  Other beekeepers with sufficient resources are being encouraged to 
conduct similar research that will help persuade the EPA to approve the extended release method of 
application. 
 

John Benham’s July Tips!  
Harvest Time!   
Colony population build up will be reaching a plateau.  Honey 
supers should be inspected for capping and the harvest begins.  
Many beekeepers harvest their honey in late June or early July as 
the main (spring) honey flow has ended.  You will have to decide if 
the fall weather is going to allow a good honey flow.  You may 
consider allowing the bees to keep the fall flow to be stored as 
winter food.  Honey is the best winter food for the bees.  You will 
have less winter prep because the bees will more than likely have the food 
that they need for winter.  After harvest you should consider treating for 
mites.  Use caution due to the temperature restrictions of most mite treatments. 
 
This month is also conducive to robbing behavior as the major nectar sources begin to fade and large numbers 
of scout bees look for more sources that can and will include smaller colonies and their food stores.  Make 
sure supers on colonies are not exposed for any amount of time when inspecting or harvesting and always 
clean up any spilled or exposed honey.  Removed supers should be covered and protected until in the honey 
house.  Robbing behavior and the sometimes associated frenzy is much easier to prevent than stop once it has 
started.  Mite counts should be done in preparation for treatment regimens.    
 
Any questions or comments on these Tips please contact John Benham 

July 10th Meeting 
FeaturSpeaker 

 

Richard Brickner 

 

John Benham 

Richard Brickner 

mailto:masterbeekeeperky@gmail.com
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Pollinator Plant of the Month (Submitted by Ian Dawe)  
 

Featuring:  Golden Rain Tree (Koelreuteria paniculata) 

 
Duration: Deciduous  
Flowers: Yellow 
Bloom Time: June, July 
Zone: 5-9 
 
The Golden Rain Tree is a graceful, medium sized tree with charm, being an 
excellent tree for the landscape throughout the entire year — rare yellow 
tree blossoms in the late spring and summer, graceful paper lanterns 
dangling from the branches in autumn and winter. Golden Rain Trees are 
hardy, thriving in the tough urban environment and an astonishingly wide 
range of soil conditions. A native of Asia. The tree grows at a medium rate and 
is not invasive 
  
 It is a great urban flowering tree that tolerates drought, heat, wind, and air pollution and grows 30 to 40 feet 
tall high and 15 to 35 feet wide. 
 
The flowers are highly attractive to honey bees, for both nectar and pollen. Pollen grains, small, round to 
triangular. 
 
Locally Available from Rockbridge Trees -Golden Rain Tree 

 
 

 

 
 
 
  

 

Ian Dawe 

Golden Rain Tree 
Information from “Garden Plants 
for Honey Bees” by Peter Lindtner  

 

https://rockbridgetrees.com/chinese-golden-rain-tree/
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Introducing NABA Members 
Craig Petersen 
 
Craig started beekeeping in 2015 after he retired from the Navy where 
he flew the mighty A-6 Intruder.  In his second career he was the 
Director of Operations at the University of San Francisco.  "One day my 
boss came to me and said he wanted me to come up with a project 
that would be of interest to the entire community of faculty, staff, and 
students, because he was tired of people only contacting the Facilities 
Department to complain when something was broken."  A few days 
later Craig stumbled across a documentary on TV highlighting the 
plight of the honeybee and native pollinators.  Right away he knew that 
developing a beekeeping program on campus would be a good 
fit.  Eventually one hive became seven hives, the University was 
recognized as a Bee Campus USA affiliate, and the program received a few 
grants to perform outreach to military veterans, youth groups, and assisted 
living communities.  USF honey won several prizes at the county fair, and he even "sold" a jar of honey for 
$100,000 to a USF donor.  Craig is a graduate of the University of California (Davis) Master Beekeeper 
Apprentice program. 
 
In 2020 Craig and his wife, Amy, left San Francisco and settled in Nashville, in the West End area.  He manages 
four beehives scattered throughout his neighbors' backyards and is a frequent assistant with the NABA-
sponsored hives on the island in Centennial Park.  Craig continues to enjoy making "show and tell" visits to 
local schools and Abe's Garden Assisted Living facility.   

 
  

 

 

Craig Petersen 

Submitted by Anita Tilley 
Taken at Red Butte Botanical Garden 
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NABA Monthly Zoom Meetings- On Website 

 
Did you miss any of our monthly ZOOM meetings? Our programs are posted to the NABA website under 
“Member Resources”.  A description of each speaker’s program is available in the Newsletter for that month.   
The recorded program includes the speaker’s presentation plus the question and answer session that 
followed.   
January 2021:  “Basic Equipment for Beekeeping” by David Sells 
February 2021: “Recovering from Winter Losses” by Kent Williams 
April 2021  “The Game of Drones” by Julia Mahood 
May 2021  “Processing Honey: A Closer Look” by Bob Binnie 
July 2021  “Is my Queen Ready for Winter” by Al Taylor 
August 2021  “The Second Year of Keeping Bees or Beekeeping 201” by John Benham 
September 2021 “Fall Feeding, Overwintering and Beyond” by Leonard Davis 
December 2021 “What do Honeybees Do All Winter?” by Al Taylor 
January 2022  “The Beekeepers Year” by Charlie Parton 
February 2022  “Spring Hive Management Part I” by John Benham 
April 2022  “ Swarm Prevention using the Double Screen Board” by Joel White” 
May 2022  “Seven Ways to Split a Beehive” by Kamon Reynolds 
 

Honey Harvesting Video and Instructions Available 
nashbee.org 

 
Many beekeepers harvest their honey in July.  If you are new to extracting 
honey, you will find help on the NABA website under Harvesting Honey in 
Member’s Only Resources.  There you will find a video of Joel White 
demonstrating how he manipulates the frames of honey to increase production. 
He then talks about using fume boards to remove the bees from the honey 
supers. 
 
Gene Armstrong made a Power Point (with audio) about all aspects of 
harvesting honey and the equipment needed.  If this is your first time to harvest 
honey, the video and power point will be helpful.   
 
NABA also has a four-frame hand extractor, uncapping tank, and five-gallon pail 
with filters to loan out.  This includes all the equipment needed to complete 
your honey harvest.  To reserve the use of the extractor and equipment, text Quick Foy at 615-351-4147. 

  

https://nashbee.org/zoom-meetings/
https://nashbee.org/naba-newsletters/
http://nashbee.org/
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Nashville Zoo Expands Bee Exhibit (Submitted by John Ratcliff) 
 
In 2019, I began planning to bring the Nashville 
Zoo production hives to support the observation 
hive for visitors, and then the pandemic 
happened.  This year is a brand-new story.  We 
had a willingness from the zoo staff to reengage 
and bring bees back to the zoo! Immediately, I 
reached out to Buzz Evans from NABA and 
Jessica Dodds from Honeybee TN.  The first step 
was to fund the project.  Honeybee TN came in 
and funded the project.  They gave a grant to 
the Nashville Zoo for $10,000 to build out the 
new observation hive and enough equipment 
for 3 colonies!  
 
Next step was all about education.  Jessica and I 
spent two days with the zoo staff to teach them 
about beekeeping.  On day one, we had help from Buzz Evans and Barry Richards as speakers. They knocked it 
out of the park!  On day two, I was able to bring a small colony onsite and walk them through a hive inspection 
and wrap up the rest of the course work.  The zookeepers and staff were enthusiastic learners and a joy to 
work with. By all accounts, it was an enormous success!  
 
The next step was waiting for the bees to show up. Luckily, a swarm 
showed up on a branch at the zoo!  This was truly impressive. Buzz Evans 
drove over and helped the zoo staff rehome the swarm of bees and now 
they have their first colony of bees!  The entire zoo staff is so excited to 
finally have bees.  
 
Fast forwarding a month, the swarm that the zookeepers caught filled 
out four mediums, and it was time to split.  We moved the queen and 
support staff to a new box and left a bunch of eggs and all the foragers in 
the original location.  The zoo staff made their own split in their first 
season!  They have really taken learning about bees and how to care for 
them seriously!  The next week we carefully inspected the colony with 
the queen to make sure she was laying, and she was.  Then we walked 
over to the box with all the queen cells, hoping for a bunch of cells.  They 
were there looking great.  With a bunch of queen cells, we were able to 
make another split.  Now the apiary is full with three colonies.  
On May 22, 2022, we installed the last colony in the observation hives.  
 
The Zoo built a new room for the bees in the historic barn by the mansion so everyone could come watch the 
bees safely behind the glass.  This is a fantastic addition to the zoo, and all the funding for this room came 
from Honeybee TN.  The room has that rustic look and brings a warm inviting feel for guests to learn more 
about the bees. It was amazing how quickly the bees found the entrance and started orienting to the new 
location at the farm. The bees love their new home at the Nashville Zoo! 
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The Zoo also acquired terrific artifacts for the exhibit.  Buzz Evans with 
NABA donated an observation hive that is over one hundred years old. 
It sits in the new room with the bees and is on display.  It does not 
house bees in it, but it is enjoying retirement at the zoo!  They also 
acquired a fifty frame Woodman extractor from the family of the late 
Greg Miles, who was a Tennessee Bee Association and NABA member. 
Greg passed in 2021, and the extractor was no longer functional and 
needs parts that are no longer made.  The Zoo staff saw the beauty in it 
and added it to their collection of antique farm equipment.  
 
An unintended positive outcome of this project is a nice outreach to 
the community.  I met a family from the Nashville area who had bees, 
in their house.  After meeting the family, they mentioned that they 
were members of the Nashville Zoo.  I asked them if they would be okay 
if I installed the bees that I removed from the house to the zoo, and 
they generously agreed.  Their son was so happy the bees would have 
home at the zoo.  One of the zoo staff, Meghan Cohn, met me on the 
day I removed the bees and gave the family one of the hive bodies 
from the zoo for them to paint.  The family jumped on the opportunity 
to decorate the box.  When you see the only painted box at the zoo, 
you know that it was painted by this family and their children.  The 
bees that now call the observation hive home came from this family. 
So cool!! 
 
This project was made possible because of collaboration of many 
people working together to make it happen.  A special shoutout to 
Buzz Evans, Barry Richards, Jessica Dodds, Honeybee TN, and NABA for 
making this possible.  Please visit the Nashville Zoo and see the work that they have done.  Thanks to all of 
you! 
 
 

  

Greg Miles’ grandchildren 
sitting on the extractor 
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Reviews of Books of Interest to Beekeepers (Submitted by David Hinton) 
 

“Bee People and the Bugs they Love” by Frank Mortimer 
 

To make your book browsing of the NABA Lending Library easier, at the last 
meeting I grouped the books by subject matter and posted signs:  how-to 
books, bee biology, cooking with honey, Queens, swarms, plants and bees, 
memoirs, and novels.  This month’s book review selection will be hard to 
categorize because it is both a how to and a memoir. 
 
Beekeeper’s memoirs, as evidenced in our collection, tend to be written by 
beginners chronicling their first year of beekeeping complete with every 
mistake imaginable—sometimes innocent, other times just plain stupid like 
the woman who placed her hives along a scenic river, never thinking about its 
tendency to flood.  These books make for amusing reading and yes, we can 
learn from other people’s mistakes.  But can we learn that much from a 
hapless beginner?  
 
“Bee People and the Bugs They Love” chronicles the author’s first year of 
beekeeping, but --- from the perspective of a seasoned beekeeper looking 
back at his experience.  The author’s credentials to write a book on 
beekeeping are impeccable: Frank Mortimer is a Certified Master Beekeeper, 
president of the Northeast New Jersey Beekeepers Association since 2011, 
and an adjunct instructor at the Cornell University Master Beekeeping 
Program.   
 
This is a book that is fun and fascinating to read.  You don’t have to read it 
cover to cover, just open it up and start reading anywhere and you will be 
richly rewarded.  He is particularly passionate when talking about the 
importance of “bee clubs” to beekeeping and their invaluable public service.  He also stresses the importance 
of reading books about bees (hear that, everyone?). 
 
According to Mortimer, there are two types of beekeepers: surgeons and cowboys.  He observes that “There 
are the surgeons who don full head-to-toe bee suits and approach their hives the same way a surgeon walks 
into the operating room—fully protected and prepared to operate with precision.  The cowboy is someone 
who doesn’t wear any type of veil, usually has forgotten to bring his smoker, and just jumps in without any 
real plan and improvises along the way.”  Mortimer doesn’t judge between the two and accepts that they are 
both reflections of the beekeeper’s personality. 
 

Likewise, Mortimer believes that people become beekeepers for two different reasons: either because they 
are fascinated with the bees themselves, or because they love honey.  He is the former, reflecting that “I was 
initially drawn to beekeeping because I was interested and excited to have bees, and it was never about the 
honey.” 
 
“Never about the honey?”  How can anyone say that?  Regular readers of my reviews might remember that I 
am fortunate to share beekeeping with my wife Dolly, who is definitely in it for the bees, or “the girls” as she 
calls them.  She is totally fascinated and in love with the bees and even though beekeeping is hard work, she 

 

David Hinton 
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thoroughly enjoys it.  On the other hand, for me it is all about the honey.   I LOVE honey, and all my life, no 
matter where I lived, I sought out local beekeepers to get honey from.  I grew up living next to my German 
immigrant grandparents who smothered my grandmother’s homemade German dark bread with honey and 
taught me to enjoy that treat.  I later found out the family connection---my grandfather’s father was one of 
the foremost commercial beekeepers in northern Germany. So, Dolly takes good care of the bees while I work 
on the honey. 
 
Here's some of the interesting things I learned from reading this book: Mortimer writes about how honey bees 
aren’t native to North America but were introduced by European settlers along with the agricultural foods 
they introduced like apples, pears, oranges, and almonds.  They needed the bees to pollinate their crops.  That 
much I already know, but what I didn’t know is that as the bees quickly multiplied and spread westward, they 
became known to native Americans as “the white man’s fly.” 
 
Another fact I didn’t know was a major reason keeping hives well off the ground.  Mortimer notes that 
“Skunks like to eat bees.  Their face and paws are sting proof, so they will scratch at the front of the hive and 
when the bees come out to investigate, the skunk grabs the bees and eats them.  However, the skunk’s belly is 
sensitive and not sting-proof, so when your hive is on cinder blocks, the skunk has to stand on its hindlegs, 
exposing its abdomen.  The bees seem to understand this and go for the skunk’s belly, causing it to run off.” 
 
“Bee People and the Bugs They Love” is in the NABA lending library and available to be checked out at the 
next meeting. 
  

Treat for Varroa Mites? 
 

The Honey Bee Health Coalition 
Decision Tool  

will guide you through 
how, when and what to use 

 
click on the link below 

 
https://honeybeehealthcoalition.org/varroatool/ 
 

Your Newsletter Team 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hi -your co-editor Titan here!   
Please please send my mom photos,  
honey recipes, stories about  
your bees and any honey bee  
questions.   
Here is my mom’s email link 
Deb 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://honeybeehealthcoalition.org/varroatool/
mailto:deborah.lannigan@vanderbilt.edu
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Directions to Ed Jones Auditorium 
 
Ellington Agricultural Center, 416 Hogan Road, Nashville, Tennessee 37220 
 
From I-65: Take Exit #78-A east on Harding Place. Take a right at the second light onto Trousdale Drive. Travel south 
on Trousdale for approximately 1.5 miles. Turn left on to Hogan Road at the four-way stop. Hogan Road ends at the 
front gates of the Ellington Agricultural Center. Note: all buildings have identifying lawn signs for your convenience. 
From I-24: Take exit #56 west on Harding Place to the Nolensville Road intersection at Walmart. Turn left onto 
Nolensville Road and travel south 1/10 mile and turn right onto Edmondson Pike. Travel 1 1/2 miles on Edmondson 
Pike. The east entrance to Ellington Agricultural Center is on the right. 
 
To Ed Jones Auditorium:  
Enter the front gates from Hogan Road. Bear to your right. The Moss Building (antebellum style mansion) will 
be on your left at the top of the hill. Follow the drive until you reach the auditorium (a large white barn-like 
structure that sets at the end of the lawn behind the mansion.) It is located at 416 Hogan Road. 

 


